Programmed delivery of cyclopeptide RA-V and antisense oligonucleotides for combination therapy on hypoxic tumors and for therapeutic self-monitoring.
Chemotherapy is a dominant treatment modality for different types and stages of cancer. However, hypoxia is one of the undesirable limitations of chemotherapy, which reduces the therapeutic efficiency in cancer treatment, ultimately leading to failure of the treatment. Herein, an ideal chemosensitization system capable of attenuating the tumor hypoxia microenvironment and enhancing chemotherapy effects in tumors was designed. This system (designated as the RA/RX Liposome) uses for the first time a pH-sensitive liposome to co-deliver cyclopeptide RA-V as chemotherapeutic drugs and antisense oligonucleotides as HIF-1α inhibitors (RX-0047) for attenuating tumor hypoxia, as well as a caspase-8 activation probe for therapeutic self-monitoring. After modification with death receptor 5-specific antibodies (anti-DR5) on the surface of the liposome, the RA/RX Liposome can successfully deliver components targeting colon tumors in vivo. This work should synergistically enhance the therapeutic effects of the treatment by successfully down-regulating HIF-1α expression against tumor hypoxia during the RA-V-induced apoptotic process. More importantly, the RA/RX Liposome can be precisely applied for therapeutic self-monitoring with the light-up fluorescence of the caspase-8 probe.